CAMPUS BEAT
OFF THE RECORD

SCARED OR JUST DEFIANT

IT IS SAID, top bosses influence employee behaviour. That
doesn’t seem to be the case at Gujarat University. Despite
instruction from higher-ups to wear identity cards while in
office, no one seems interested in doing so. In fact, only
Vice Chancellor MN Patel is seen religiously sporting his
I-card. “To follow orders is not optional. The VC is setting an
example by wearing I-card. But I feel asking everyone to
wear their I-cards on campus is a bit troublesome. The
university office is small and everyone
knows everyone. So what is the
need to wear a ID card?” argues an
official. Another official on condition
of anonymity, said, “The real reason
why officials don’t wear an I-card is
to avoid the wrath of students who
protest on campus. If they see an
official, they wouldn’t let them pass
without causing a scene.”

COME, TELL US. WE ARE ALL EARS!

Do you have an achievement that you want to crow about? Are you sitting on a minefield of campus gossip?
Are you in on what's 'trending' in your institute? Then write to us and we will give it the place it so rightfully
deserves. To be featured, send details and photographs to amcampusbeat@gmail.com

MICA TO ORGANISE 5-DAY FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
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TEAM HEALTHPAL SECURED 2nd
spot in 13th Edition of Imagine
Cup 2015 organised by Microsoft.
Around 13,900 students participated from 25 states, of which,
29 teams battled it out at the India
Finals of the premier technology
competition.
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COLLEGE: NID alumnus
MODIFIED: Motorbike
TIME TAKEN: Eight months
PROJECT COST: Rs 1.15 lakh

BYINVITATION

ustomising a bike is nothing
new. People are known to
tinker with the looks and
engine of a bike to suit their taste.
But when 27-year-old Danish
Rizvi, an NID alumnus, decided
to give a bike a makeover, he
wanted a bike that could adapt
to its rider.
He said, “I realised that people
adapted according to their bike
while it should be the other way
round. So, I decided to modify a
bike to adjust to the rider’s comfort. I spent almost a year
researching ways I could
execute my idea.”
After a year of
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I had to look after
rabbits from our lab
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ANNUAL DAY CELEBRATIONS 2015 of BKMIBA was organised on April 18.
Chief Guest Pradip Khandwalla (former director of IIM Ahmedabad) and Guest of
Honour Dr Shailendra Mehta (provost of Ahmedabad University) felicitated the
winners of academic excellence award, all-round excellence award and continuous
and meritorous performers. Winners of various sports events were also felicitated.
—Inputs by Niyati Rana
and Kruti Naik

tudents pick a college based
on the courses offered, the
faculty members and placement programme at the college. I picked mine because I felt
welcome when I set foot on the
campus. I am an MG Science alumnus and a proud one at that.
College days for me were absolute fun. From riding in the principal’s car to college to baby-sitting
the lab rabbits (on which we used
to perform experiments!) and mesmerising everyone with my singing
prowess, I had my moments.

toiling, Danish, who studied product designing, finally made
CONVERGO (short for
Convertible Ergonomics) bike.
“You can adjust the height of the
seat and the distance between the
seat and the handlebar of the
bike.” Danish said.
Starting with designing the seat
to the headlights, Danish used
several handmade parts to put his
bike together.
Danish used a Yamaha RX100,
taking the engine and other useful
parts to make CONVERGO. “All
the machining, finishing and
painting was also done by hand,”
he added.

BSC BIOTECHNOLOGY, MG SCIENCE

One of my fondest memories of
college times is baby-sitting rabbits.
I am sure not many can claim that!
We used to use those furry creatures
in our labs for experiments
(Nothing harmful, I promise). So, I
was entrusted the duty of looking
after them, which included feeding
them ‘healthy’ food. I would even
get Rs 15 a day to buy food for the
Bugs Bunnies. I would go to the
market and pick up the choicest
vegetables for my furry friends and
then set out on the task of cajoling
them to eat them. I still don’t know
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PRAGYA NANDAN AND ROHIT MISHRA
COLLEGE: IIT, Gandhinagar
MADE: Replica of Rama Matya’s Veena
DURATION: Two months
PROJECT COST: Rs 1,000

ne look at a musical instrument
designed by students of IIT-Gn, and
anyone would mistake it for a guitarin-the-making. But it is not a guitar. It is
the ancient musical instrument –
Veena.
Pragya and Rohit claim the musical instrument is an improved
version of Rama Matya’s Veena
from the 15th century. Pragya
said, “The frets in the instrument are flexible. The adjustments are not based on mathematical calculations which rule
most string instruments of current times.”
They were inspired to create the

City students use their
‘textbook’ knowledge to
make ordinary things
extraordinary, find out
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Making their own music
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WHAT’S BUZZING

IN WHAT seems a bit ironical, visitors at
Gujarat Vidyapith, which strictly prohibits use of cellphones on campus, are
asked to get in touch with the registrar
on messaging application Whatsapp.
Recently, gadgets have caught Vidyapith
authorities’ imagination. While in the
past, the institute didn’t encourage
cellphones on campus, it relaxed the
rule for officials. The ban on students
using cellphones is still in place. “But
now, officials are active on social media
and are making full use of applications.
So, if you go to to meet Registrar
Rajendra Khimani and he is not
available, you will be advised to contact
him on Whatsapp,” a source said.

AhmedabadMirror

MICA has announced a five-day Faculty Development Programme (FDP) on ‘Business Research and Analytics’ from June15 to 19, 2015 at its campus in Ahmedabad. Led by
MICA faculty Rasananda Panda and Rohit Trivedi, the FDP will provide hands on experience to the participants in understanding the process of conducting basic as well
as advanced management research with relevance to Indian corporates.

MOHIT
PARMAR

COLLEGE: National
Institute of Fashion
Technology
MODIFIED: Traditional
copper-coated bell into
an electric doorbell
TIME SPENT: 15 days

T

his NIFT student was struck
by the inspiration to modify traditional copper-coated bells as he sought a way to
help craftsmen from rural parts
of Kutch.
After a series of interactive
rounds with craftsmen, the
22-year-oldchose to contribute
and develop a new use of copper bell and design something
trendy. He chose to design
something that combined the
beauty of Indian handicraft
with technology. “More than
75 per cent of people in Kutch
earn their livelihood by selling
these copper-coated bells. I put
it together with a modernlooking doorbell structure. I
designed it in such a way that
from outside, one gets a modern look of electric door-bell
but the sound is that of a traditional bell,” he said.
Mohit’s initiative was a
sponsored project and it took
him 15 days to execute it.
“It is already a successful
product in the market,”
he said.

You can write in to us at amfeedback@timesgroup.in
why I was chosen for the task
(maybe it was my kind
demeanour), but I loved every
minute of it.
Though an above average
student, I was no bookworm.
Any musical show on campus
had to have Dhvanit in it. We
used to have a programme
called ‘Song Tere Naam’. It was
a weekly event held under a
tree on campus. Everyone
from students to teachers
would gather around and sing
songs, old and new. Over the
time, it has evolved into a
‘proposal platform’ for young
lovebirds on campus.
Another instance I remember is travelling in the principal’s car to the college. I didn’t
have a vehicle at the time. So, I

used to walk to college. One
day, the principal was driving
to college when he saw me
making my way to college. He
offered me a ride. Since it was
his regular route, I got to hitch
a ride with him every day. We
had some really amazing and
enlightening conversations
during the ride.
At the time, we didn’t have
snazzy cafes and malls as we
have now. So, our hangouts
were very humble places like
Ruturaj Kitli on University
Road or the gate of our college
where we used to get the most
delicious Chana Jor Garam.
When I look back now, I
realize that I would not trade
my college days and experience for anything.

instrument by their professor. “Prof
Srinivas Reddy studies ancient literature on
music. He asked if we can develop Veena
based on a concept given by Rama Matya.
In this 15th century concept, one has to
adjust frets to get accurate note (sur). This
allows musician to develop the ear to correctly position and reposition frets and correctly understand the notes by listening,”
Rohit said. They used spokes from a wheel,
metal door hinges, guitar strings and a
piece of plywood to make the indigenous
instrument. The duo intend to test the
instrument and write a research paper on it.
“We are checking feasibility of mass production before launching it in the market,”
said Rohit.

